Overnight Schedule
The Overnight Guide
Guide’
uide’s say is final and any decisions made by them are backed by their years of experience. Any
descriptions given by here are general statements to give you a rough idea and rough schedule as to what will
happen. Also, your adult leaders and chaperones
chaperones are responsible for keeping discipline. There are usually only 2-4
Staff members per overnight. We are here to give you the experience, it is up to you to keep order and to review
our rules of conduct to know what our rules are. The rules will be gone over with the whole group at the beginning
of the Overnight and a reminder in the morning. However, if any safety issues go unchecked, Museum staff may
intervene.
Evening Arrival and Activities
Paperwork
7:25 PM
Your group leader should be at “COBIA CREW PASSAGE DOOR” to the
right of the main doors at the base of the west ramp with remaining
check/paperwork/waivers
Admittance
7:30 PM
or once paperwork is completed, bring in all gear to the Museum, the Guides will
show you where to put it.
Museum Rules 8:00 PM
Rules and emergency safety procedures, note, there is only a handful of Staff,
therefore, your adults are responsible for your group’s discipline. A copy of our
rules can be found on the program’s website.
Hands on Tour 8:10 PM
Guides divide groups for tours with activities and begin
Snack Time
10:30 PM
Return to Museum to prepare for bed. This is the suggested time to have snack if
you plan one. The guides will assist you for place and timing.
Bunking Down 10:50 PM
Bring your gear onto the COBIA, the Guides will show you to your sleeping area,
it is up to them as to where you sleep, bunks are not assigned but rooms are
assigned. Lights dimmed about 45 minutes later for sleep. For those that wish to
learn more about the sub, an optional Nook and Cranny tour may be attended
after snack time and the group is bunked down if you would like to stay up later.
It is the participant’s responsibility to connect with a guide for this.
Anyone that needs to use the restrooms needs at least one buddy to go to the Museum, including adults, as for
youth, at least one buddy needs to be an adult (group leader or Overnight Guide). The plumbing does not work in
the boat, and to get to the Museum facilities requires going on deck, and we require buddy system with an adult on
deck at all times!
Morning routine
routine
Reveille
7:20 AM
Wake up and clean up. The Guides will ask your group to clean your area, lets
face it, when else can you say you swept the floor on a submarine, you know you
want to! Most groups don’t make a big mess and clean up is usually 3-5 minutes.
Clean up consists of spray disinfecting bunks, wiping tables and sweeping the
floor while also removing all gear and trash.
Clear the Boat 7:40 AM
All groups need to be clear of the boat, so COBIA can be prepared for the day.
Gear out of
8:00 AM
Your gear must be clear of the Museum, however your group is welcome to stay
Museum
until close. There will be a morning graduation ceremony and reminder of the
rules of the day now that the group will be allowed into the galleries for the day.
Should your entire group’s gear get to the vehicles AND completed the morning
ceremony before 8:00, you may start the Museum early. You may also return after
breakfast if you want to go out, just let the front desk know. At this time the
Overnight Guides will leave and the Daytime Staff takes over, please keep the
store traffic light, preferably less than ten at a time, it is a small store and does not
open until 8 AM. The rest of your stay is a self guided tour of the Museum that
you may leave when you want until close. At 9 am the Museum opens to the
public as well.

